Bayern und Berlin
15-Day Teacher-Led Language Immersion Program in Germany

Two historic regions beckon! Start with the sights of München and visit the castles of Mad King Ludwig before discovering the medieval charm of Rothenburg ob der Tauber. Then about real day-to-day German life while living with Gastfamilien. The grand finale is a stay in impressive Berlin.

Ask about our guided and small group options.

Trip Overview

15 DAYS
TEACHER-LED

WITH FAMILY STAY
FROM $3,589

Features & Inclusions

ROUND-TRIP AIRFARE
OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS
IN-COUNTRY TRANSPORTATION
INSURANCE
24/7 EMERGENCY SUPPORT WHILE ABROAD

What Others Are Saying

"It was really rewarding to see my understanding of the language grow throughout the trip. I remember one point specifically in my host family's kitchen I could understand a conversation almost entirely. It started to feel like my four years of German had paid off."

— Madison, Washington High School

Visit xperitas.org to see our Germany video!
Xperitas is a nonprofit educational organization dedicated to promoting global citizenship through authentic immersion experiences. We have more than 45 years of experience organizing programs that embody true language and cultural immersion, inspire personal connections with diverse individuals and communities worldwide and provide transformational experiences for our participants.

Visit xperitas.org for more photos, stories and pricing information.

**The Family Stay Experience**

We believe that living with a family, speaking their language and participating in their customs is the best and most authentic way to experience another culture. It’s also what makes our programs different from any other travel experience. After more than 45 years of arranging family stays, we’re no longer surprised when our participants say that living with a family was the best part of their experience!

**Trip Itinerary**

**DAY 1 | Departure**

En route to München.

**DAY 2 | München**

Spend three days exploring Bavaria’s beautiful Stadt mit Herz. Stroll through the Altstadt and don’t miss the Glockenspiel am Marienplatz. Enjoy an Xperitas Welcome Dinner. D

**DAY 3 | München**

Visit the baroque Schloss Nymphenburg. Find tasty dishes for lunch at the lively Viktualienmarkt. Tour Olympic Park and visit the Deutsches Museum or the BMW Museum. B

**DAY 4 | München**

Enjoy a day visiting one of King Ludwig’s castles and experience the charm of Alpine villages like Füssen or Garmisch-Partenkichen. B

**DAY 5 | Rothenburg ob der Tauber**

Travel to the medieval village of Rothenburg ob der Tauber. Walk along the town wall, visit the Kriminalmuseum and be sure to try a Schneeball, a local specialty. Listen to the Nachtwächter share Rothenburg’s unique history. B

**DAYS 6-11 | Family Stay**

This is what you’ve been waiting for! Spend six memorable days with your Deutsche Familie, experiencing everyday life, using your language skills in real-life situations and making new friends. B L D

**DAYS 12-14 | Berlin**

You won’t want to leave, but it’s time to bid your host family farewell and head to the capital! Visit the Brandenburger Tor and Checkpoint Charlie, while pedaling your way around Berlin on a guided Fahrradtour. Don’t miss the 360-degree view from the glass dome of the Reichstag. Ride the S-Bahn from Bahnhof Zoo to Alexanderplatz. Explore the historic streets of Mitte and modern Potsdamer Platz. Visit Potsdam and marvel at Schloss Sanssouci. Reflect on the last two weeks with your Mitreisenden at your farewell dinner on your last evening. B D

**DAY 15 | Return**

It seems too soon to say, “Tschüss,” but it’s time to board your plane and return to the U.S. B

B Breakfast | L Lunch | D Dinner

The order of this itinerary, and all itinerary items, are subject to change based on unforeseen circumstances that may arise prior to or during international travel.